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New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands returns to the Highlands of Scotland in her hottest

new historical romance yet!Highlander Campbell Sinclair is no stranger to battle, so when he sees a

lad attacked by bandits, he jumps into the fray. He didn't count on being stabbed. Grateful to the boy

for nursing him back to health, Cam offers to accompany Jo safely to his destination. But when he

accidentally comes across the lad bathing in the river, Cam discovers that Jo is actually Joan . . .

with the most sinful of curves.Joan promised her mother that she would deliver a scroll to the clan

MacKay. But traveling alone is dangerous, even disguised as a boy. When a Scottish warrior lends

his aid, she is more than relieved . . . until he surprises her with lingering kisses and caresses that

prove her disguise hasn't fooled him. As their passion ignites, will the secrets of the scroll force a

wedding . . . and lead to a love she's never known?
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To say this book was bad, would be unfair to the author. To say this book has problems with the

flow of the plot, typos and language difficulties would be a fair assessment.I was asked to review

this book and wasn't sure that I wanted to but here I am, while it is fresh in my mind since I just

finished it this morning, I would like to state the difficulties I had with this book. It was not in areas



where a reader could suspend disbelief.That happens in most historical romances. It was in the

execution.First off, this is the second book in this series following .. An English Bride in Scotland. I

finished book one and immediately started this book. From book one Annabel's sister Kate is left

going to an abby after committing crimes against her sister. She is pregnant with Joan, our heroine

in this book. Kate dies and Joan is left to be raised by another woman named Maggie who Jane

believes for MOST of this story to be her real mother.************** SPOILERS

BELOW*************Upon Maggie's deathbed, she gives Jane a scroll to be sent to clan MacKay and

has her set out on her own. Little does Jane know that this scroll contains the secrets of her birth

and her relations surprise upon her arrival.Here she is, a woman traveling alone dressed in clothes

to look like a boy. Cam comes upon her being accosted by bandits. She is badly wounded and then

he gets wounded and she cares for him. She is a healer. This part of the story drags on for about a

third of the book as they travel together to reach Scotland. He agrees to go with her because she

explains she is headed to clan MacKay and his clan is friendly with them. I was wondering if they

were going to ever reach Scotland.
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